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Low and improved confinement modes in the H-1 heliac@M. G. Shatset al., Phys. Rev. Lett.77,
4190~1996!# are studied experimentally in rf-sustained~,100 kW, 7 MHz! argon discharges at low
magnetic fields~,0.15 T!. Surprisingly high ion temperature, measured using a retarding field
energy analyzer, is found which increases across the transition to improved confinement mode from
40 to 80 eV, while the electron density increases by about 50%. Both toroidal and poloidal plasma
flow velocities do not change across the transition. The increase in a radial electric field in high
mode is balanced on average by a corresponding increase in the ion pressure gradient. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~97!01710-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Transitions to improved confinement modes have b
observed in a number of magnetic plasma devices. The
riety of plasmas in which such transitions are observed m
indicate some universal mechanism or a set of effects
sponsible for transitions which have been observed in a n
ber of tokamaks,1 stellarators,2 and linear machines3 in a
very wide range of plasma parameters. Recently we repo
the high confinement mode observed in a low electron te
perature plasma in the H-1 heliac.4 In this experiment a sud
den increase in plasma density is observed when the m
netic field is close to some critical value. A new steady-st
mode is characterized by a factor of~1.5–2! higher central
electron density and steeper density radial gradients.
transition correlates with an increase in negative electric fi
and its radial shear and with a reduction in the fluctuat
level and fluctuation-induced outward particle flux by a fe
orders of magnitude. Most of these effects, namely, the
crease in the electric field shear, higher density gradie
and the turbulence suppression are commonly observed
tures in all types of the machines. A causality of the eve
during a transition has been discussed5 and the hypothesis
that a radial electric field shear¹Er suppresses turbulenc
thus leading to improved confinement is generally accept6

There are a few important questions which should
addressed with regard to the transitions in the H-1 heliac4

~1! Does the energy confinement improve across
transition?

~2! What balances the observed sheared radial ele
field in the two~low and high! steady states?

~3! What is the role of the plasma rotation during t
transition and in steady state?

To answer these questions a study of the ion tempera
and plasma flows are necessary. The role of the plasma fl
in the formation of the radial electric field can be examin
experimentally in terms of the radial force balance equat

Er5~zjenj !
21¹Pj2nu jBf1nf jBu , ~1!

a!Electronic mail: michael.shats@anu.edu.au
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wherezje is the ion charge,ni is the ion density,Pj is the
ion pressure,nu i andnf i are the poloidal and toroidal rota
tion velocities, respectively, andBu andBf are the poloidal
and toroidal components of the magnetic field. Experimen
results from different machines indicate that there is no u
versal answer to these questions. For example, recent re
from Heliotron-E stellarator7 indicate that the increase in th
radial electric field during transition to the high ion temper
ture mode does not coincide with any significant increase
the poloidal plasma velocity which is the case for most of
tokamak observations.1,6 In the Wendelstein 7-AS stellarato
a transition to H-mode is observed only in narrow ope
tional windows of the rotational transformi– and follows by
a significant increase in the plasma poloidal rotation.2 This
observation correlates with the computed effect of the m
netic damping of the poloidal plasma rotation.8 This damping
is minimal within the same smalli– -windows. In contrast, in
the H-1 heliac, the transition is observed in a wide range
the rotational transform.4 The conclusion about the role o
the plasma rotation in the formation of the radial elect
field was not possible on H-1 because of the lack of
experimental data on the ion temperature. Also, it was
clear how the energy confinement changes across the tr
tion. In this paper we present experimental results on
transition to improved confinement in the H-1 heliac a
analyze the role of the ion pressure gradient and plasma
tation in the poloidal momentum balance Eq.~1!.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we descr
plasma parameters and diagnostics used in this st
namely, triple probe, retarding field energy analyzer, a
Mach probe. In Sec. III main experimental results are p
sented, including measurements of the ion and electron t
perature, plasma rotation velocities, and the neutral part
density. In Sec. IV we discuss and summarize the result

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DIAGNOSTICS

H-1 is a three-field period toroidal heliac9,10 ~helical axis
stellarator! with major radiusR051.0 m, mean minor radius
^a&'0.2 m, externally controllable rotational transfor
i– (r /a50)50.6– 2.0, and low vacuum magnetic field she
36299/6/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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(D i– / i–'0.03– 0.06). A quasicontinuous operating mode
low magnetic fields (B,0.2 T) provides repetitive plasm
pulses~pulse length about 80 ms! with up to 100 kW of rf
power at 7 MHz. Plasma is produced in argon, neon,
helium. Typical plasma parameters arene;131018 m23,
Te58 – 30 eV,Ti530– 120 eV.

Under these low electron temperature conditions a nu
ber of probe diagnostics is used. This includes a tw
dimensional~2D!-scanning triple probe~electron tempera-
ture, density, plasma potential, their fluctuations a
correlations!, a Mach probe~ion flow velocity!, a multichan-
nel linear probe array~fluctuation phase velocity!, and a re-
tarding field energy analyzer~plasma potential, ion tempera
ture!.

The triple Langmuir probe11,12 is used to measure th
floating potential, plasma potential, electron temperature,
the ion saturation current.

The retarding field energy analyzer~RFEA! is used to
measure the ion distribution function and plasma potentia
the H-1 plasma. In principle, the RFEA design is similar
that used in Alcator C13 and DITE14 tokamaks, but uses fou
separate grids between the entrance slit and the collecto
shown in Fig. 1. An earthed grid is placed across the
trance zone of the analyzer to define an equipotential sur
and prevent the surrounding plasma perturbation by the
pelling and discriminating fields of the analyzer. A repel
grid is biased negatively@typically Vr52(400– 500)V# in
the ion mode to remove all the electrons, while the discrim
nator grid voltage is swept fromVd50 – 400 V in about 10
ms. A secondary electron emission suppression grid is pla
in front of the collector and is biased atVes529 V with
respect to it. The collector current is an integral over the
parallel distribution function:15

I c5
q

Mi
AslitTE

qnd

`

f ~n i!dEi , ~2!

whereq is the charge of the ion,Aslit is the input slit area,T
is the grid transmission coefficient,n i andEi are the particle
parallel velocity and energy, correspondingly. Typical RFE

FIG. 1. RFEA bias circuit: O—orifice, E—earthed grid, R—repelle
D—discriminator, S—secondary emission suppressor, C—collector.
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characteristics in the H-1 plasma discharge, i.e., the ion
rent I c as a function of the discriminator voltageVd are
shown in Fig. 2.

Following Ref. 16 we interpret the characteristics in F
2 as being consistent with a one-dimensional Maxwell
velocity distribution shifted in velocity space by a shea
potential. The latter is equal to the plasma potentialVpl with
respect to the probe earth. The characteristic is approxim
as a function of the discriminator potentialVd :14

V<Vpl , I c~Vd!5I 0

and

V.Vpl , I c~Vd!5I 0 expS 2q~V2Vpl!

kTi
D . ~3!

A least-square exponential fit~3! to the experimental charac
teristic gives estimates of the ion temperature and of
plasma potential.

The plasma potential measured by RFEA agrees w
that measured by the triple probe to within 15% everywh
inside the last closed flux surface.

The ion velocity distribution function is derived from th
RFEA characteristic15 as

f ~n!5
Mi

ATq2 S 2
dIc~Vd!

dVd
D . ~4!

The Mach probe is used to measure plasma flow velo
ties. This probe consists of two identical conducting colle
tors ~tungsten! spaced 2 mm apart which are separated b
ceramic insulator. For the measurements of the ion flo
both collectors are biased into ion saturation current. In
presence of a flow perpendicular to the probe axis the rati
the currents drawn by the two collectors is given by

FIG. 2. I c(Vd) characteriztics measured at two different radial positio
with the results of exponential fit superimposed in dashed line.~a!: r
517 cm, Ti586 eV, Vp'10 V, ~b!: r 523 cm, Ti540 eV, Vp'100 V.
Shats et al.
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R5I si
1/I si

2 , ~5!

where I si
1 and I si

2 are the ion saturation currents to the co
lectors facing upstream and downstream, respectively. T
ratio can be related to the Mach number of the flow,M
5nd /cs , wherend is a flow velocity andcs is the ion acous-
tic velocity. We use a model by Hudis and Lidsky17 for
unmagnetized ions~ion Larmour radius is much bigger tha
a probe dimension! to relateM and R. The final relation
betweenM andR has been modified to extend it beyond t
condition Te@Ti used in Ref. 17, sinceTi can be either
higher or lower thanTe in H-1:

M5
1

4
ATe1Ti

Ti
ln R. ~6!

The ion flow velocity is estimated using Eq.~6! whereR is
measured by the Mach probe,Ti is measured by the RFEA
andTe is measured by the triple probe.

To justify the use of the fluid model17 for an unmagne-
tized Mach probe we use an experimental procedure
scribed in Ref. 18 to estimate the level of magnetization. T
average of the ion saturation currents to the tips of the pr
(I si

11I si
2)/2 does not change~within 10% of the experimenta

accuracy! as the probe is rotated with respect to the magn
field. This has been checked at both the magnetic axis
near the last closed flux surface indicating a very low leve
magnetization. Indeed, as will be shown in Sec. III, the
gyroradius in our experiment is much larger~2–5 cm! than
the size of the Mach probe~about 3 mm! so that the use o
the model17 seems to be justified.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Sudden transitions to improved confinement have b
observed in H-1 in argon, neon, and helium plasmas un
very similar conditions~range of magnetic fields, rf powe
neutral pressure!. In this paper we present experimental r
sults obtained in the argon plasma~background filling pres-
sure is about 331025 Torr! in a magnetic configuration
characterized by an almost zero magnetic shear and the
tational transform ofi–51.43. The argon discharges are t
best explored so far, though the main features of the tra
tions in other gases are the same: sudden~within 1 ms! jump
in the average density, suppression of the fluctuations,
build-up of a strong negative radial electric field.

We refer to two steady states before and after the tr
sition as ‘‘low’’ and ‘‘high’’ modes. This terminology does
not insist on a complete similarity between the transitio
observed in the H-1 plasma and those in tokamaks, tho
the analogy seems to be valid to a certain extent.

Radial profiles of the electron density are derived fro
the ion saturation currentI s;necs5neA(Te1Ti)/mi , elec-
tron temperatureTe ~triple probe data!, and ion temperature
Ti ~RFEA data! and are shown in Fig. 3~a! in low and high
confinement modes. Density increases in the radial regio
r /a,0.6 and the density profile becomes steeper in the h
confinement mode. The profiles in low and high modes
tersect atr /a'0.62 indicating presumably the position of th
transport barrier.5
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 10, October 1997
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The electron temperature radial profiles in both regim
are hollow, as shown in Fig. 3~b!. In the regionr /a,0.6,Te

changes from about 9 eV in low mode to 6 eV in high mod
In the regionr /a.0.7 the electron temperature increases
ter the transition from 22 eV to about 28 eV.

Plasma potential profiles computed using triple pro
data aswpl5w f13.8Te ~wherew f is the floating potential! in
the two regimes are presented in Fig. 3~c!. Before the tran-
sition the plasma potential is about 35 V in the regionr /a
<0.6 and increases to 80 V at the last closed flux surf
~LCFS!. After the transition plasma potential drops by 20
30 V in the regionr /a,0.75, while at the periphery it in-
creases to about 100 V. The radial electric field, alrea
negative~directed inwards! in low mode, increases after th
transition by a factor of more than 2 in the region of 0
,r /a,1.0.

The ion temperature profiles measured by the RFEA
shown in Fig. 4. In low mode the ion temperature is in t
range from 30 to 50 eV inside the LCFS. In high confin
ment mode, the ion temperature is higher everywhere
plasma, reachingTi;90 eV in the center of plasma.

Shown in Fig. 5~a! is the time evolution of the line-
average electron density during the discharge with a spo
neous transition. Density increases by a factor of 1.3 in ab
1 ms. Figure 5~b! represents the time evolution of the Mac

FIG. 3. Radial profiles of the electron density~a!, electron temperature~b!,
and plasma potential~c! in low ~diamonds! and high~squares! confinement
modes atPrf'85 kW andpgas'331025 Torr.
3631Shats et al.
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probe asymmetry factor@Eq. ~5!# in the poloidal direction at
the radial position of the LCFS. The change in the flo
asymmetry at this radius is the largest, but is still not d
matic, remaining in the rangeR51.25– 1.32~R51 corre-
sponds to no ion flow!. The radial profiles of the plasm

FIG. 4. Ion temperature profiles measured by the RFEA in low~diamonds,
B50.06 T! and high ~squares, B50.072 T! confinement modes a
Prf'85 kW andpgas'331025 Torr.

FIG. 5. Temporal evolution of the line-average density~a! and the Mach
probe asymmetry factorR @Eq. ~6!# at r 523 cm ~b! in the shot with the
transition to improved confinement~B50.061 T, pgas5331025 Torr!.
3632 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 10, October 1997
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poloidal and toroidal rotation velocities before and after t
transition are shown in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!. These velocities
are estimated using Eq.~6! and data of Figs. 3 and 4. Bot
components of the plasma rotation velocity do not exce
105 cm/s inside the LCFS. Negative velocities in Fig. 6~b!
correspond to the direction of theEr3B drift and of the
electron diamagnetic drift in this plasma.

Spectroscopic measurements of different argon li
have been performed to estimate the ionization state of
plasma in both low and high modes of confinement. A vie
ing chord is scanned vertically as shown in Fig. 7~a! and the
collected light is focused into the input slit of a spectromet
The spectral line intensity is shown in Fig. 7~b! versus a
viewing chord number as measured in low~diamonds! and
high ~squares! modes of confinement. The chord-average
tensity of the argon neutral line ArI 7635 @Fig. 7~b!# is pro-
portional to the integralI ArI;* nnneTe

21/2 exp@2xn /Te#dl,
wherenn is the density of the neutral particles in the grou
state andxn513.1 eV is the excitation potential for the ArI

7635 line. Experimental electron density and electron te
perature profiles~triple probe data of Fig. 3! are used to
unfold the spatial distribution of the neutral density from t
chord-average intensities of Fig. 7~b!. The neutral density
shown in Fig. 8 varies inside the LCFS within a factor of
being maximum atr /a51.0 and practically does not chang
in both low and high confinement modes. The ArI 7635 line
intensity is lower in the high mode@Fig. 7~b!# due to the
decrease inTe in the regionr /a,0.5 and due to the decreas
in ne at r /a.0.6 as shown in Fig. 3. Spectral lines of th
double ionized argon ion ArIII have not been observed in th
plasma suggestingz51 to be a dominant ion charge state

FIG. 6. Radial profiles of the plasma poloidal~a! and toroidal~b! velocity in
low ~diamonds! and high~squares! confinement modes atPrf'85 kW and
pgas'331025 Torr.
Shats et al.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The ion temperatures observed in both modes of c
finement are significantly higher than was expected4 for the
helicon wave heating scheme19 at the frequency of 7 MHz
which is significantly higher than the ion cyclotron fre
quency~,60 kHz! in our experimental conditions. Exper
ments performed in a tandem mirror20 have revealed simila
ion temperatures to H-1 for helium plasmas produced
helicon waves under very similar plasma conditions. It
suggested,20 that the ion heating is produced by minori
heating at the ion-ion hybrid resonance introduced into
plasma at the high field points in the mirror with a hydrog
minority. Though some small~,0.5%! level of hydrogen
impurity in H-1 argon or helium plasmas has been observ
the ion-ion hybrid resonance would be at 2.25 MHz on a
for a maximum field of 0.15 T. Thus the minority heating
not likely to explain high ion temperature in H-1. The io
heating mechanism is to be further investigated.

The fact that the ion temperature increases during
transition from low to high confinement indicates that the i
energy confinement improves as well as the particle confi
ment in the high mode. This result seems to be quite nat

FIG. 7. Viewing chord geometry of the spectroscopic diagnostic~a! and the
neutral spectral line intensity~ArI 7635 Å! versus the viewing chord numbe
~b!.
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 10, October 1997
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considering the higher than expected ion temperatures a
reduction in the fluctuation-induced particle flux by a fe
orders of magnitude reported in Ref. 4. The suppression
fluctuations could lead to a reduction in~at least! the convec-
tive part of the ion energy loss and the increase in the
temperature.

The components of the radial force balance can now
estimated using data presented in Sec. III. The contribu
of both poloidal and toroidal rotation to the balance@Eq. ~1!#
can be neglected sinceVpol ,Vtor!^Er&/B (;83105 cm/s)
everywhere inside the LCFS in both modes of confineme
Average radial electric fields estimated as^Er&5@Vpl(a)
2Vpl(0)#/a using data of Fig. 3~c! are ^Er

L&56 V/cm and
^Er

H&510 V/cm in low and high confinement modes, respe
tively. The ion pressure gradient term, estimated using d
of Fig. 3~a! and Fig. 4 as

K 1

en

dpi

dr L '
1

e^n&

@Pi~a!2Pi~0!#

a
,

is equal to 6.4 and 12 V/cm for low and high confineme
modes, correspondingly. Thus averaged over the plasma
dius, the radial electric field is balanced by the ion press
gradient within the experimental error of about 20%. T
detailed local radial force balance is to be further inves
gated, but a conclusion that the plasma rotation plays a m
role in the radial electric field formation can be made.

The observation of the relatively high intensity of th
spectral line of excited neutral atoms@Fig. 7~b!# suggests the
presence of the significant neutral concentration in
plasma core as shown in Fig. 8. In these conditions we e
mate the steady-state ionization balance in the argon pla
in a form:

nennSi2neniSr5¹•G, ~7!

where Si and Sr are the ionization and recombination ra
coefficients, correspondingly, andG is the outward particle
flux. The recombination rate@second term of Eq.~7!# esti-
mated using data on the radiative and dielectronic recom

FIG. 8. Neutral density profile reconstructed from the chord-average da
Fig. 7~b! and radial profiles of Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!.
3633Shats et al.
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nation in argon21 is a few orders of magnitude lower than th
ionization, so the ionization in these discharges is balan
by transport. Since the electron temperature in the pla
core decreases slightly across the transition, as shown in
3~b!, we conclude that it is the sudden improvement in
plasma confinement rather than the ionization jump tha
responsible for the significant increase in the electron den
in the inner region of plasma.

Summarizing, detailed experimental studies of the tr
sitions to improved confinement have been carried in the
heliac. It is shown that:

~1! The transition is characterized by increases in
electron density and the ion temperature and by the pea
of both ne andTi radial profiles.

~2! The contribution of the plasma fluid rotation velo
ity to the radial force balance is small in both modes
confinement. Both poloidal and toroidal rotation velociti
do not show any significant changes during the transition

~3! The increase in the radial electric field after the tra
sition is balanced on average by a corresponding increas
the ion pressure gradient term of the poloidal moment
balance equation.
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